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Greetings Brothers of the Northwest Province,  

 Recognition of our Province’s History is one of the primary goals that I aim to 

accomplish during my term. I plan to accomplish this goal by presenting the Founder’s Day 

recognition posts on Instagram and Facebook for each of our chapters. In doing so, I hope to 

provide a peek into our past, a window for us to see how far each chapter has come, and a 

preview for the future. Our Historians were able to provide amazing photos and descriptions of 

their chapter’s Founder’s Day, as well as blurbs on the progress of their respective chapters. 

 GCC is coming up fast, and our Province has a lot of work to do. From a social media 

standpoint, I have been assisting our GCC Delegate in promoting events and information, 

including a fundraiser to provide free registration to one Brother for GCC, and upcoming 

deadlines. I have also reached out to the Regents and Historians to begin collecting multimedia 

content for our Province Report. Additionally, our Province Officers created several designs as 

potential new swag to sell at the GCC sales event. It was very entertaining and awesome to see 

the different designs that were presented.  

 Finally, after a few conference calls with our Province Officers, I created a tentative 

schedule to continue the Province Event Highlights and Officer Highlights that were established 

by the previous Province Historian. Furthermore, we have decided to initiate a new post called 

“Brother of Month,” which will be rolled out soon near the end of June. Historians within the 

Province are also planning a conference call soon to go over a few things that will need to be 

accomplished in the upcoming months and semester.  
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Kuang-yie Vo 
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